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	2018-July Microsoft MB2-712 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new MB2-712 Real

Exam Questions:1.|2018 Latest MB2-712 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCD) 115Q&As

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/mb2-712.html2.|2018 Latest MB2-712 Exam Questions & Answers

Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNMXRlbXJnUURHLUE?usp=sharingQUESTION 83You have a

Dynamics CRM development environment and a Dynamics CRM production environment. You have a project solution in the

development environment.You need to import the solution to the production environment as a managed solution.What should you

do?A.    Export an unmanaged solution and select Managed for the package type. Import the exported solution to the production

environment.B.    Ask a developer to change the options of the import API so that CRM imports the unmanaged solution as

managed.C.    Change the options of the Import Solution dialog box to import the solution as managed.D.    Use the Package

Deployer for Microsoft Dynamics CRM to import the unmanaged solution to CRM as managed.Answer: AExplanation:

https://technet.microsoft.com/library/dn531198.aspx#BKMK_ImportUpgradExportSolutionsQUESTION 84You import a

managed solution to a Dynamics CRM organization. The solution contains a new entity named Loan. The Loan entity is not

referenced by any other solutions in the organization. After a few months, the decision is made to stop using the solution. You need

to identify what will occur to the entity definition and the entity data if you attempt to delete the solution.What should you

identify?A.    The solution will be deleted, but the entity data will remain for historical reference.B.    You will be prevented from

deleting the solution.C.    You will be prompted to export a copy of the data during the delete process.D.    The entity definition and

the entity data will be deleted.Answer: DQUESTION 85You have a custom entity in Dynamics CRM.You want users to be able to

search and use knowledge base articles directly from the Main form of the custom entity.You discover that you cannot add the

knowledge base search control to the form. You need to identify what prevents you from adding the control. What should you

identify?A.    Knowledge Management is disabled on the entity.B.    Knowledge Management is disabled on the form.C.    The notes

control on the form iA missing.D.    A relationship to the knowledge base entity is missing.Answer: AQUESTION 86You enable

access teams on the account entity and you create a new access team template named Collaborate Access. You need to ensure that

users can share account records by using Access Teams.What should you do?A.    Add a sub-grid of all the record types to the

Account form that points to the accounts.B.    Add a sub-grid of the related record types to the Account form that points to the

accounts.C.    Add a sub-grid of the related record types to the Account form that points to the users.D.    Add a sub-and of all the

record types to the Account form that points to the users.Answer: DExplanation:

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics/crm-customer-center/create-a-team-template-and-add-to-an-entity-form.aspx
QUESTION 87You create a new solution in a Dynamics CRM organization. You add a contact entity to the solution. You add a new

rollup field to the contact entity. You need to identify what occurs to the rollup field when you attempt to delete the solution. What

should you identify?A.    The solution will be deleted and the rollup field will be deleted.B.    The solution will be deleted. The

rollup field will remain unchanged.C.    A user will be prompted to delete the rollup field.D.    You will be prevented from deleting

the solution until the rollup field is deleted.Answer: DQUESTION 88You have a Dynamics CRM organization.You have a team

named Team1 that has three members named User1, User2 and User3. Team1 currently owns 200 active contacts.User1 fails to see

the records assigned to Team1 from the default view. User1 sees only the records assigned to her.You need to resolve the issue

reported by User1.What are two possible ways to achieve the goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.A.    Configure

a new default view for User1, User2, and User3.B.    Configure the security role assigned to Team1.C.    Configure the default view

to include the records owned by Team1.D.    Configure the security role assigned to User1.Answer: ACQUESTION 89You have a

Dynamics CRM organization.A user named User1 creates a personal chart.You need to make the personal chart into a system chart.

What should you do?A.    Instruct User1 to export the personal chart. Import the chart as a system chart.B.    Instruct User1 to share

the chart with all users.C.    Instruct User1 to share the chart with the system administrator.D.    Instruct User1 to export the chart

query. Import the query as a system chartAnswer: AQUESTION 90You have a Dynamics CRM organization.You create an option

set for a view. The option set contains the values configured as shown in the following table. What is the default sort order of the

labels?A.    Two, One, Four, ThreeB.    Four, One. Three, TwoC.    One, Two, Three, FourD.    Two, One, Three, FourAnswer: D
QUESTION 91You have a Dynamics CRM organization.You have a system view for contacts that is used only by a user named

User1. Currently, the system view is listed as the first view for a* of the users.You need to ensure that the view is available to User1

only. Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution.A.    Export the view as system, and

then reimport the view as personal.B.    Instruct User1 to use Advanced Find.C.    Deactivate the system view.D.    Configure the
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filter criteria on the system view to include only the records of User1.Answer: BCQUESTION 92For the account entity, you need a

form that can be opened by sales users only. You save a copy of the main contact form and you name the copy Sales form. What

should you do next?A.    Create a business rule.B.    Add a web resource.C.    Modify the Form Properties.D.    Enable security

roles.Answer: DExplanation:

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics/crm-customer-center/assign-security-roles-to-a-form.aspxQUESTION 93You add

a currency field to a form in Dynamics CRM.You need to provide users who access CRM from their mobile phone with the ability

to enter the credit limit by using a slider.What should you do?A.    Open Field Properties and dick Events.B.    Open Field Properties

and click Details.C.    Open Field Properties and click Controls.D.    Open Field Properties and dick Business Rules.Answer: C
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